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scientists are absolutely unanimous on this beto says - the dnc and msm are so idiotic that they literally have nothing
new to provide they are trying to copy the gop s win for trump in 2016 by advancing a ridiculously large group running for
potus for 2020 and they are trying to copy what the chicago way did in 2008 by creating an obama lyte fake francis in tight
pantses o rourke, to the horror of global warming alarmists global cooling - the sun drives the climate on earth and is
the sole source of global temperatures our massive star has well documented cycles that average about eleven years
therefore solar activity is constantly changing and there is evidence for concern about, thousands of scientists are
backing the kids striking for - the free market would fix this faster without the government s interference underlying the
same naive assumption that the locally optimal path from an economical perspective is also always the globally optimal path
from any other perspective you generally get in discussions like these, climategate watts up with that - the strata sphere
has found that surface temperature measurements fail to show twentieth century global warming the raw cru data released
in climategate shows that surface temperature readings measure the first half of the last century 1900 1960 as warm or
warmer than it is today, climate engineering ozone destruction and radiation - dane wigington geoengineeringwatch org
air travel is becoming ever more hazardous to human health for a host of reasons not only are air travelers inhaling high
concentrations of toxic particulates as they fly through various layers of solar radiation atmospheric haze contributing to
aerotoxic syndrome impacting passengers and crews radiation clouds at aviation altitudes also pose a dire, 95 of climate
models agree the observations must be - 95 of climate models agree the observations must be wrong february 7th 2014
by roy w spencer ph d, pdf fooled by randomness by nassim nicholas taleb pdf - don t be fooled june 24 2017 by james
m taleb offers us life saving insights about being gullible and too trusting in misleading ideas and charlatans guru s sell their
latest opinion about food climate and happiness based on flawed, test watts up with that - this page is for posters to test
comments prior to submitting them to wuwt your tests will be deleted in a while though especially interesting tests examples
hints and cool stuff will remain for quite a while longer some things that don t seem to work any more or perhaps never did
are kept in ric, brace yourselves snowstorm to breed global warming - with apologies to benjamin franklin only three
things in life are certain death taxes and blaming bad weather on global warming by mid week this week newspaper and
website stories will be reporting that climate experts e g al gore bill nye have now blamed the historic snowstorm and
unseasonable cold now descending on new england on climate change, humans will be extinct in 100 years says
eminent scientist - physorg com eminent australian scientist professor frank fenner who helped to wipe out smallpox
predicts humans will probably be extinct within 100 years because of overpopulation, climate change denial is evil chair
of elders group also - we can prove they are being paid to spread propaganda its not a crime there has to be some
regulation i ve been thinking long and hard about this but how would you actually implement it, earth defense related sites
barry warmkessel com - earth defense web sites related to vulcan comets and the impending catastrophe, nasa hides
page saying the sun was the primary climate - zerohedge asks what the hell are nasa hiding the nasa site used to have
a page titled what are the primary forcings of the earth system in 2010 this page said that the sun is the major driver of earth
s climate that it controls all the major aspects and we may be on the cusp of an ice age furthermore nasa science said
things like clouds albedo and aerosol behaviour can have more, 535 the year earth gots its lights punched out catastrophe in 535 a d earth had its lights punched out by a supervolcano entire planet was dark for four long years nothing
grew except plague and rats they called it the dawn of the dark ages, adjusted another degree shaved off darwins
history it - graham lloyd and jen marohasy scorch through the boms latest revision of darwin on the 1st of january 1910 the
maximum temperature recorded at the darwin post office was 34 2 degrees c then it became 33 8 c and now it was is 32 8 c
, article expired the japan times - the article you have been looking for has expired and is not longer available on our
system this is due to newswire licensing terms, video news com au australia s 1 news site - julian assange has been
arrested in london after being forcefully removed from the ecuadorian embassy the wikileaks founders now fears extradition
to the united states to face charges of conspiracy, ilhan omar has this message for your children that should - thank
you arizona don do you know that according to the scientists in 1970 the first year earth day was celebrated we should be
dead from starvation caused by over population suffocated on smog drowned by rising sea levels burned by acid rain and
dead from skin cancer caused by the depleted ozone layer, wake up new zealand what does the globalist agenda new a country without an honest media is lost the largest conspiracy theory peddlers are mainstream media and the us state
department december 16 2018 from caitlinjohnstone paulcraigroberts the us state department has issued a statement

accusing the syrian government of having carried out a false flag chemical weapons attack in northwestern aleppo with the
intent to blame it on the jihadist, georgia s own doomsday stonehenge monument the crux - a visit to the rough hewn
giants last august i drove into the sleepy town of elberton past signs boasting granite capital of the world along remote and
winding roads to see the guidestones, thorium power is the safer future of nuclear energy - nuclear power has long
been a contentious topic it generates huge amounts of electricity with zero carbon emissions and thus is held up as a
solution to global energy woes but it also entails, the world according to monsanto top documentary films - monsanto
now merged with bayer is a the largest agricultural biotechnology company in the world they are also the planet s leading
producer of genetically modified organisms or gmos a process that promotes the manipulation of traits which naturally occur
in plants and crops ever since the company gained government approval for their first modified soybean in the late 1990s a
public, 174 000 per ounce gold not funny scary jim sinclair - by greg hunter s usawatchdog com early sunday release
renowned gold and financial expert jim sinclair and financial writer bill holter are sounding the alarm now on global financial
markets starting to burn down and implode, new at zombietime john holdren forced abortions and mass - the
zombietime blog zombie you are my hero for reporting this kind of thing is holdren seriously suggesting that some people
contribute to social deterioriation more than others and thus should be sterilized or forced to have abortions to prevent them
from propagating their kind, the rumor mill news reading room breaking stories - join rayelan s yahoogroup get breaking
news photos that will warm your heart and more click to join rayelan do you send exciting and timely information to your
special emailing group, the circle of reason the world s first society for - the circle of reason inc is a 501 c 3 non profit
organization devoted to fellowship and service to society but in a way different than you ve seen before as an organization
for pluralistic rationalism plurationalism, list of countries with universal healthcare true cost - will the united states join
this list in 2014 1 roughly 15 of americans lack health insurance coverage so the us clearly has not yet achieved universal
health care there is no universal definition of developed or industrialized nations for this list those countries with un human
development index scores above 0 9 on a 0 to 1 scale are considered developed
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